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To Our Prospective Clients,
At Amped I, we are an iconic company that is sensitive to the fact
that your design and engineering power infrastructure projects
MUST be completed on time and on budget. When you partner
with Amped I, we will take sole responsibility and mitigate all
risk associated with the design, engineering and construction
of these complex projects.
Our goal is to eliminate those continuous hassles and
inconsistencies that tend to arise when outsourcing
your projects. We do so by taking the time to listen to you
at the beginning of a project, during the implementation and
at the bid of the project for feedback. With several years of
experience listening to our client’s needs, we have developed and refined our services
therefore providing you with a more precise outcome.
We hope to have an opportunity to listen and discover your needs. We know your time is
valuable and communication would be at your convenience. Please email or call us to get
started.
We are eager to take the next step with you in hopes of creating an ongoing collaboration.
Sincerely,

Bryan Pyka, Owner of AMPED I
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AMPED I is an innovative design and engineering firm
specializing in power infrastructure projects ranging from
brownfield upgrades to distribution and fire protection projects
for electric utilities, industry, government and commercial
facilities.
Our experienced design and engineering team has been
instrumental in the successful planning, development and
commissioning of power engineering across the U.S. including
electrical substations, wind farms, industrial utility
interconnects, and smart grid upgrades. Additionally, our handson fire protection experts have provided a full array of safety
and risk reduction services to safeguard buildings and aid facility
operators. We foster collaborative efforts and partner with
world-class industry leaders to offer complete solutions to client
needs.
Through our engineering, design, and fire protection services,
AMPED I consistently provides exceptional value, integrity and
client satisfaction. We manage utility and building projects in a
timely, safety-conscious manner with a commitment to quality
assurance, budget efficiency and customer service. Power
infrastructure and fire protection are multifaceted and AMPED
I’s 40+ years of experience enables us to take a project from
initial assessment and design to full compliance and operation.
We are recognized for our demonstrated track record of
effectively handling projects both large and small including
those with unique challenges.
From P&C engineering of state-of-the-art distribution systems
to reducing liability and securing life, property and assets,
AMPED I’s talented, dependable team offers a responsive,
comprehensive approach to power engineering and project
completion. We look forward to creating a seamless working
relationship with you that will provide dependable solutions for
your power infrastructure with an eye toward maximizing your
return on investment.
If we could be of any assistance in your project plans, please
contact any of the individuals listed below. All can be reached at
(312) 981-8889.
Bryan Pyka
Melissa Wasielewski
Dan Reilly
Wayne Dower

bpyka@ampedi.com
mwaz@ampedi.com
dreilly@ampedi.com
wdower@ampedi.com

Amped I Professional Services
PROTECTION & CONTROL

SCADA/ COMMUNICATIONS

”BROWNFIELD UPGRADES”

Our team of engineers analyzes
every system to determine the
design of the P&C equipment
needed to sufficiently provide
protection. This typically involves the
use of microprocessor relays. Our
protection and control capabilities
include 1- lines, 3-lines, AC/DC
Schematics, Wiring Diagrams, Panel
Front Views, and Termination
Cabinets.

We have the capability to design the
communication network that
connects the relays from one
substation to another. Some of our
communications capabilities include
Fiber Routing, Power Line Carrier
Communications (PLC), Audio Tone
(Leased Line), WIMAX (5-7 miles),
and JMUX/IMUX. Amped I creates
SCADA Points Lists and Configuration
Files for the RTU’s of electrical
substations, including LANDAC II,
Sage 2400, SAGE 3030M and Axion
2240 RTAC RTUs.

Differential relay panels, buss
differential panels, current and
voltage transformers, 345kV ring bus
to breaker and-a-half scheme,
transformer replacement, breaker
replacement, breaker failure
relaying, mid-circuit re-closers, bus
tie, feeder upgrades, remote end
line upgrades, cap bank switchers,
lightning arrestors, fiber patch
panels, SF6 dead tank and hybrid
circuit breakers, phase shifter, line
differential panels and more…

TRANSMISSION
DESIGN/STRUCTURES

RELAY COORDINATION SETTINGS
SYSTEM STUDIES & ANALYSIS

CIVIL/STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

High and extra high voltage
structures, steel tower analysis and
reinforcement design, factory
acceptance tests, monopole and
steel tower design using all the latest
industry software tools (PLSCADD,
BOCAD, etc.) Switchyard equipment
such as beams, insulators, busbars
and equipment connections,
foundations, ground grid, cable
ducts, etc.

Our relay settings team can perform
analysis for equipment change-out,
recommend new settings for relay
protection in CAPE, ASPEN, and
other popular software while
verifying the protection system
coordination. Power system
modelling, load flow, short circuit
study, time current, battery sizing
and simulation all contribution to a
final report of your power system.

Amped I can also provide civil &
structural design services for
substation and distribution center
projects, among others. We have the
capability to design the physical
layout of both conventional and GIS
substations,
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Amped I Professional Services
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

CALCULATIONS

TRANSIT ENGINEERING

Our project management services
include site walk-downs, document
management, bills of materials,
circuit schedules, conduit schedules,
livening procedures, independent
design reviews, QA/QC processes,
and calculations (battery
calculations, station services, and
voltage drops).

We perform calculations during the
design phase, and it includes voltage
drop, battery/charger calculations,
DC panel, AC panel, and AC station
service.

We employ our design and
engineering methods to upgrade
transit station infrastructures that
have grown obsolete, including
multiple mass transit stations around
Chicago.

SUBSTATION 3D MODELLING

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING

We employ our design and
engineering methods to perform
tower modelling, verify tolerances
and equipment clearances, verify
conceptual design, and visualize
switchgear and control house
layouts.

Amped I Fire protection experts can
design fire protection for critical
infrastructure such as transformers
and indoor equipment. Code
analysis, incident investigation, risk
analysis, dispersion modelling and
more are all available through our
fire engineering staff.

NETWORK PROTECTOR MONITORING
We implement equipment monitoring in network centers including network protectors, transformers, vacuum
switches utilizing wire technology via relaying, and primary cable sensors or fiber optics. We also assist with
installation techniques and commissioning of equipment, as well as site set-up for data collection from individual
network centers.
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RECENT PROJECTS
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Intelligent Substation Upgrades
Amped I has completed protection and control designs for a program that
involves updating antiquated protection and switchgear to new equipment
with microprocessor and I/P based relaying and control. The first project
involved interface with a major American automobile manufacturing company
that involves sophisticated and unique protection schemes to increase
reliability to their manufacturing facility. The second project involved the
removal of outdoor switchgear and replacing it with indoor metal clad
switchgear. The first project will replace existing antiquated switchgear with
41 new cubicles of switchgear with additional SCADA and paralleling cabinets
to supplement. The second project took antiquated outdoor metal clad
switchgear and replace it with 12 new indoor cubicles of metal clad switchgear
as well as additional SCADA and Paralleling cabinets.

Midway Network Center Upgrades
AMPED I, has recently completed work at a local Airport for
monitoring of equipment for the Utility. The cost effectiveness of
running fiber optic service to the site was unrealistic and construction
of the connection would have been extremely difficult. Utilizing
power line carrier signals on the Primary circuits coming into these
sites we were able to provide remote monitoring of equipment which
included analog readings of power delivered (current and voltages)
along with analog values of the transformers local temperature,
pressure, and oil levels remotely. In addition new DGA technology
was added in order to anticipate transformer failure before actual
occurrences.

1300 Network Center Upgrades
AMPED I completed the design for 11 Network Center sites in the Chicago
Downtown area. This included local electrical infrastructure monitoring of
Network Transformers and associated Protectors. Utilizing the primary cabling
back to the sourcing substation we are able to utilize power line carrier
equipment to carry SCADA signals to and from the Network Centers.
Equipment included transformer DGAs on main tank and primary
compartments, Oil levels, Pressurization, Transformer temperature and floats
for water levels in the underground vaults. Controls are also available via
Power Line for the Network Protectors from the main substation.
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RECENT
Substation
RTUPROJECTS
Upgrades
AMPED I created SCADA Points Lists and
Configuration Files for the RTUs of 24 electric
substations. The RTUs involved in the projects
included LANDAC II, Sage 2400, SAGE 3030M,
and Axion 2240 RTAC RTUs. Prior to submitting
the configuration files to the field Amped I tested
the RTU configurations in our State of the Art
laboratory and assisted with field troubleshooting
and commissioning of these RTUs. These
RTUs are used to poll data from a variety of IEDs
including relays, meters, security equipment,
communication switches and processors as well
as other IEDs/equipment.

Hawaii Solar Project
Provided protection and control support for a new Solar Interconnection Substation in Hawaii between the
Electric Utility and Solar Provider This support included electrical single line design. From there we provided
design for the electrical details, rack elevation, RTU points list, and the AC/DC schematics. Our support
concluded with providing a cable schedule, detailed wiring connections, and panel nameplate schedule.
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GRIP
Amped I is designing multiple microprocessor based 138kV
transmission line relaying to support the protection needs of
a major urban area by replacing antiquated
electromechanical relaying and telephone line based pilot
schemes. The relaying includes designs that implement fault
detectors that prevent reclosing for an underground portion
of a line but allow reclosing for an overhead portion of a
138kV transmission line. On this same transmission line
newly developed protection schemes have been
implemented to protect a phase shifter integrated with the
transmission line relaying. Additional protection schemes
within the same program have delayed tripping of 138kV bus
ties to coordinate with low side protection to prevent Ferro
resonance spikes that can damage equipment tied to
underground transmission lines. Other developments in
protection include the implementation of newly adapted
carrier protection transceivers as well as multiple multiplexing
network interfaces with microprocessor based relays for
138kV transmission relay upgrades. This program has also
implemented, through our design, the upgrading of SCADA
including Cluster Controller’s, Human Machine Interface’s
(HMI), and upstream communication upgrades to facilitate
more access to information in the station.

Pumping Plants
Amped I completed four communication upgrades
for 138kv transmission line pumping plant
systems. Data such as pressures, temperatures, and
flow are aggregated through communication
cabinets designed uniquely for each pumping plant
project. These cabinets included devices such as SEL2241, SEL-2243, SEL-2244, SEL-2245, SEL-2812, and
SEL-2890. Communication methods such as fiber,
Ethernet, and serial were utilized. This data is routed
to SCADA.

12kV Feeder and SCADA Upgrades
AMPED I had recently completed the design consisting in upgrading a total of sixteen (16) 12kV feeders and
SCADA upgrades at one of the local utility substations. The scope of work included the design of a fiber tray,
installation of a new SCADA panel/revisions to the existing SCADA panel, upgrading the electromechanical
relays to microprocessor relays, relay fiber communication. As part of the design process the following items
were prepared: one line, front views, fiber tray layout, AC and DC schematics, bill of materials (estimates and
bid process), wiring diagrams and DC calculations.
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Analog
Amped I is working to retire the Analog SCADA Circuits for a Midwest
utility. The goal of this project is to remove the dependence on the
telephone provider for SCADA Communications. Many different
technologies are being implemented in the substations to achieve
communication including Point-to-Point Radios, WiMAX Antennas, SSN,
Fiber, and Cellular. The technology chosen for each site depends on many
factors: location, size of substation, available coverage, and distance from
communication base stations. The SCADA/RTU systems at the Substation are
also upgraded to become IP enabled. This project began in 2013 and will
continue until 2017. Amped I has designed new communications for over
150 substations this far.

Utility Substation Upgrades
AMPED I had recently completed the design consisting in upgrading a total of four (4) 12kV feeders and SCADA
upgrades at one of the local utility substation. The scope of work included the design revisions to the existing
SCADA panel, upgrading the electromechanical relays to microprocessor relays, relay fiber communication. As
part of the design process the following items were prepared: one line, front views, AC and DC schematics, bill
of materials (estimates and bid process), wiring diagrams and DC calculations.
Our services for this power infrastructure project began September 2015 and were completed by December
2015.
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Forced Cooling
Amped I completed three communication upgrades for
138kv transmission line forced cooling systems. The Bphase current of the designated 138kv line is monitored
by an SEL-751A within a cabinet designed specifically for
these forced cooling projects. The cabinets also house a
fiber distribution panel, SEL-2241, SEL-2243, SEL-2244,
and SEL-2245 for data aggregation and transmission. Data
such as pressures, temperatures, and flow are gathered
and routed to SCADA. If the B-phase current of the 138kv
line is measured above a designated amount, the
installed cabinet starts the cooling process for a
designated amount of time. Also, if current on the line
drops below a designated amount, the new equipment
will place an emergency stop on the forced cooling
system.

138kV to 13.8kV Transformer Replacement
Amped I is designing the relay protection for a
138kV to 13.8kV two winding transformer with the
addition of a new primary 138kV circuit breaker to
replace the existing motor operated disconnect.
The protection will include a new microprocessor
based transformer differential relay as well as a
breaker failure relay projection for the new
primary circuit breaker. We will also be converting
all protection and control drawings for the new
breaker and transformer to client/ owner
formatted drawings.
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138 kV Relaying

Midwest location: 138kV Line and Bus Relaying replacement/69kV Line and Bus Relaying replacement.
A unique feature of this project required the 138kV Bus Relaying to have individual phase relaying.
Between Primary and Backup, six SEL 487B relays were installed.

345kV/138kV Line Upgrade
Our team is currently completing five remote end line
upgrades. This project consists of two 345kV line relaying
packages and three 138kV line relaying packages. The
communication methods consist of Power Line Carrier or
Fiber depending on the remote end. The SCADA/RTU system
was also upgraded/modified. Relays used include SEL321, SEL
311, SEL 352, SEL 501, RFL 9780, RFL 9785, and SEL 2032.
Schemes used were PLC OCB scheme, Fiber current
differential, Step Distance and Breaker Failure.
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Wind Farm Cap Banks & Switcher with RTAC
Our electrical division recently completed the electrical
protection and control design of three capacitor bank
integration projects for several wind farms in the
southwest region of the United States. SEL-487V relays
were used in order to control and monitor each of the
installed cap banks and associated cap switchers.
External cap switchers were installed to allow for the
switching in of VARS into the system as needed to
regulate the power factor output.
This design involved the addition of several new panels at a couple of the sites in order to incorporate the
protection and control of two cap switchers per relay panel. At one of the sites the P & C relays were
integrated into the existing relay panels and the older controllers were removed. An RTU connection was
established to monitor the relays and to allow for remote SCADA control of the equipment, using a SEL3530 as the Real-Time Automation Controller (RTAC).

12kV Feeder Upgrades & Fiber
Amped I has recently completed the design work
consisting of upgrading a total of twenty (20) 12kV
feeders and SCADA upgrades at two (2) different
sites. The scope of work included the design of a fiber
tray, installation of a new SCADA panel/revisions to
the existing SCADA panel, upgrading the
electromechanical relays to microprocessor relays
and relay fiber communication. As part of the design
process the following items were prepared: one line,
front views, fiber tray layout, AC and DC schematics,
bills of materials (estimates and bid process), wiring
diagrams and DC calculations.
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SF6 Breaker Upgrade with Switchgear Relaying
Amped I recently completed design work for the upgrade of an existing 12kV substation consisting of 41
switchgear cubicles. The project involved installation of 30 new cubicles and 11 new cubicle doors which
will upgrade the existing substation to a microprocessor based intelligent substation. Additional design
work includes SCADA, AC, and DC upgrades as well as transformer monitoring. The project continues this
Spring with engineering and design of the 138kV portion of the substation including 3 new SF6 dead tank
breakers and 4 new SF6 Hybrid circuit breakers

Substation Aux Power Upgrade
Amped I recently completed design and engineering
work for complete aux power replacement at an existing
138kV-12kV substation. The project involved upgrading
the normal and emergency aux power transformers as
well installation of a new automatic throw over panel.
The existing main AC panelboard was also upgraded.
Completion of the project will result in cleaner, safer,
and more efficient aux power for the substation as well
as added capacity for any potential future AC loads.
Construction is scheduled to be completed in May 2016.
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Fiber Optic Ring Upgrade
Amped I LLC is currently completing a fiber optic routing plan for a local
utility to create a MUX node on an existing fiber optic ring. We will be
utilizing SEL ICON equipment at the new node at an existing substation. The
new node will be able to transmit data via 15-40 kilometer fiber optic laser
cards installed on the rack. A fiber distribution panel will be added to
creating two diverse routes out of the station to diverse splice points on
the existing fiber optic ring. We will be working with the Utility, the local
municipalities, and the department of transportation for permitting of the
new construction. Specifications will also be provided for railroad crossings
along the way. The fiber optic cable utilized is mostly ADSS ( all-dielectric
self supporting) over-head type, connected onto existing electrical poles.
In some sections we will be using directional bored underground fiber optic cables. The intent of the installation
is to provide high speed closed circuit data connectivity between the local stations for high-speed tripping and
for the collection SCADA information.

138kV Grid Improvement Program

Amped I has completed (NINETY NINE) 138kV terminals on sixteen line upgrades in a major metropolitan area
for a utility line upgrade obsolescence program. These encompass line differential, directional comparison,
and permissive overreaching transfer trip relay schemes as well as breaker failure, transformer, phase shifter,
and leads protection. The locations vary from a major city to rural areas from two terminal lines to multiterminal transmission lines with various aspects of communication. They also include overhead, underground,
and combinations of overhead and underground lines. These include multiplexing fiber rings, direct fiber, as
well as carrier communication. Some terminals also require SCADA upgrades that are either IP based or serial
based as well as the installation of new nodes of multiplexing and fiber equipment for both relay
communications, SCADA communications, and telecom to support substation requirements. This project
involved over 6,000 drawings.
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Fiber Routing for Substation to Data Center
Amped I Electrical is currently completing a fiber
routing plan for a local utility, between a
substation and a large data center, to be utilized
for DTT relay tripping and co-gen. The routing
involves the use of existing manholes and direct
buried HDPE along the local state highway. We
assisted in the permitting process with the DOT
and the local county to provide for digging and
road way obstruction

345kV/138kV Line Upgrades & Bus Tie
We are also currently continuing work on the installation of a 345/138kV transformer, and 345kV Line
package. This work will also include the installation of new relay protection panels for the equipment and a
couple of upgrades to 138kV Bus Tie Circuit Breakers. The relaying involved will mainly be SEL and
communicate to remote ends via fiber.
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115kV Cap Bank & Circuit Switcher
We are working on the installation of a 115kV cap bank at a substation. This Cap will be fed through a Circuit
switcher and the protection relaying includes the SEL-487V and the F-Pro5100 for the caps and an SEL-351
for circuit switcher.

345kV Ring Bus Switchyard
Amped I’s electrical division is in the process of completing a new 345kV substation yard. This includes three
345kV breakers in a ring bus configuration with two line terminals, a 345/138kV transformer and a 138kV low
side breaker. The protection and control consisted of two 345kV lines, one 345kV/138kV transformer and a
138kV low side breaker and SCADA.
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Analog Telecom Circuit Program
Amped I is currently working on a distribution
audio-tone replacement project in the Midwest.
The utility needs to retire the telecom circuits that
are currently being used to provide Distribution
Transfer Trip between the utility’s substations and
customer generation sites. The distribution is at
both the 34kV and 12kV level. DTT Transceivers
and Receivers are being removed and being
replaced with microprocessor relays that will
communicate over a new fiber back haul being
installed.
Accessing customer owned substations was a challenge in this project, but has been overcome by having a
dedicated project manager help with this coordination.

300 MVA Transformer “Emergent” Project
Amped I has just completed turnover of a
replacement of a 300 MVA transformer in the
downtown of a major metropolitan city. This design
included new power system transformer protection
and bus protection. It also included integration of
serial communication for transformer monitoring as
well as microprocessor relay SCADA. One of the
challenges that went beyond a typical project was
the coordination with another engineering firm that
designed the physical and structural. This was a
successful coordination.

Feeder Relay Upgrade
Amped I is currently working on a 12KV (6) feeder relay
upgrades, (4) transformer relay upgrades as well as bus
differential protection system on the south side of
Chicago. The scope of work also includes an addition of
potential transformers for two 12KV buses and new
SCADA system to support all new microprocessor relay
communications. Along with this scope, Amped I is also
designing for the addition of a new DC panel board. This
project advances our physical design capabilities and
cable routing due to the station being completely indoor
and compact
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Intelligent Metering Upgrade
Amped I is in the process of replacing antiquated current
and potential meters on critical substation systems with
new digital technology multifunctional meters at multiple
12kV and 4kV sites in Illinois. Only a local digital display
exists for many of these meters and it is essential to have
remote, up-to-date and real-time access to full analytics
pertaining to essential equipment such as transformers,
feeders and voltage regulators. The need for remote data
output was essential to this design, so new meters are
either to be connected to existing remote terminal units or
to newly installed remote terminal units. After further
evaluation, Amped I is utilizing existing power, current
transformer and potential transformer cables to save the
client resources.

138kV Line Upgrade to SEL Relaying
Amped I has begun the design of a 138kV line upgrade in Indiana. This line upgrade will improve the
electrical grid’s reliability by upgrading outdated, pre-existing protection and control relays with Schweitzer
Microprocessor relays and automation controllers. One of the challenges faced in this design was obtaining
the technical clarification of design details that match supplied templates to existing schemes. Amped I
expects to complete this design in the summer of 2017.
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ABV System Upgrade
Amped I Electrical is wrapping up the design of an
Axion cabinet in Northern Illinois. The design contains
an SEL-2241 and associated modules to monitor an
“ABV” system that is being used to replace outdated
communications equipment. SCADA communication
points were transferred to the new equipment and
once this is installed “acSELerator” software will be
used to configure the SEL-2241.This project is in
progress and is expected to be issued for
construction by the end of November, 2016

Fire Alarm System for Oil Tanks
Our fire protection division, Fire & Risk Alliance, is
currently designing a facility wide fire alarm system in
Illinois to protect twelve (12) new 233’ diameter crude
oil floating roof tanks. This involves installing linear heat
detection fire alarm cables on the seals of the rims of
the tanks to detect any fires. A fire alarm control panel
will be installed in the fire pump house with a slave
panel in the control building on a fiber network. This
project is currently in progress with an expected
completion date during the summer of 2017.

Protection & Coordination Study
Protection Coordination Study, short circuit analysis for
multiple distribution substations and recommend new
settings. This involved our partner HMV, who performed
analysis in ASPEN models of line properties, busbar
protection, and power transformers. Operation conditions
and scenarios were established in mutual agreement with the
client for the full analysis. The client provided the power
system database, equipment specifications, and settings
crtiterias for all protective devices, as well as a reference
coordination study done recently. Amped I provided
coordination graphs for overcurrent and distance protections
to ensure correct grading, as well as asset capability curves
and short circuit results to ensure their protection
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RTU Design & Settings Upgrade Program
Amped I was given the communications architecture drawing, excel points list, and asked to configure the
RTU files and settings. Some of the devices included 3555, 3332, 3355, SEL-2440’s, Satec’s BFM, MFM,
analog I/O, Bitronics M871, Nexus Meters, All done remotely with access to the client network. We added
master/slave device names, configured baud rates, and mapping of the addressing scheme was all part of
the scope. Amped I also performed design and engineering for multiple sites where the entire RTU was
being upgraded.

Motor Operated Load Break Tap’s
Amped I recently performed
engineering and design services
related to the installation of
RTU’s to support operation of
MOAB’s on tap locations on the
sub transmission system. Amped
I created schematic diagrams for
the MOAB’s & RTU’s, wiring
diagrams, BOM’s, cable diagrams
and cable layouts for each install
location. Amped I also assisted in
the procurement of the cabinet
assembly with Systems Control
who handled fabrication,
assembly, wiring, and testing.
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Digital Fault Recorder (DFR) Panel Replacement
Amped I was asked to provide engineering and
design support in a emergent application. The
substation currently has (4) transmission line
feeds, (2) 115kV busses, (1) 14kV bus, (1) 161kV
bus, (4) transformers, (1) cap bank and (5)
feeders. Amped I provided metering and relaying
1-Lines, tripping diagrams, AC/DC schematics,
cable schedules, and BOM’s. There were biweekly conference calls and engineering progress
reports while the files were transmitted via secure FTP site. The client handled all the testing,
commissioning, and outage coordination services. A challenge with this project was that the panel needed
to be located in an existing equipment enclosure to accommodate outage constraints.

Greenfield Distribution Substation
Amped I is performing protection and control
design for a greenfield distribution substation.
This will include 1-Lines, AC/DC schematics,
panelboard schedules, relay/SCADA front views,
relay panel wiring diagrams, switchyard
equipment wiring diagrams, cable schedules
and more

Feeder Relay Upgrade
Amped I is currently performing fault analysis and
modelling using Aspen oneliner and Cymdist to
help determine recloser settings and coordination
on a distribution circuit. We will then be using
acSelerator software from SEL to load these
settings into the database for the utility showing
feeder, device, fault, and curve edits. Reclosing
shots, stuck breaker timers, and downstream
protective devices will all be considered. We are
then verifying coordination between other bus
feeders on the system.
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Project Management

BRYAN PYKA
As the founder of Amped I, Bryan is a seasoned electrical engineer with 18 years of experience in substation protection
and control. He has successfully designed and engineered numerous protection schemes for both large and small clients.
His expertise includes project management, estimating, protection and control engineering, SCADA, commissioning and
testing of electrical power substations, substation fire protection, marketing and sales strategy, and competitive market
intelligence. Bryan has experience successfully managing multi-site substation projects as well as projects that include
fossil plant separation, replacing/upgrading substations, creating new schematics and wiring diagrams, converting
existing substations into intelligent substations, distribution automation upgrades, engineering new wind farm
substations, and more

WAYNE DOWER
Having 18 years of experience in managing P&C and substation design projects, Wayne is skilled in project management,
estimating, substation engineering, protection and control engineering, SCADA, relaying communications, SONET
networks, fiber optics, and more. He is very skilled at ensuring client and project performance requirements that are
reflected in schedule, budget, design calculations, and technical analyses are all met as well as providing technical
guidance and training to project team members in determining design parameters. Wayne successfully oversees quality
reviews of all technical work on a project, coordinates and integrates all system designs for the entire project,
coordinates the interface between design and engineering, reviews and approves documentation and specifications,
defines technical and commercial requirements for procurement (including scheduling of vendor submittals to meet
design-input requirements of a project), directs efforts of project disciplines to ensure schedule, budget, accuracy,
constructability, operability, and quality of design, and more.

MICHAEL JASON
A combination of utility field experience and program management has made Michael a qualified electrical engineer
for our firm. After receiving his bachelors degree and completing 4 years active duty with the United States Navy, he
spent 7 years working for a utility in the midwest as a Substation Engineer. His dedication and discipline gives each
project the particular field perspective needed to consult comprehensively on his designs. An asset to our firm, he
brings an additional 2 years of experience leading projects providing his teams with motivation and professional
expertise to give high quality client service. Whether it be brownfield upgrade projects, retrofits, greenfield projects,
fault coordination studies, replacing SCADA equipment or project management processes, Michael is committed to
establishing firm budgets, forecasting accurate spending and holding his team accountable to meet deadlines .
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PARTNERS

•
•
•
•
•

Amped I has strong engineering, P&C, and project management skills
HMV/DMA has strong bench strength, and a large work force.
Combined, we have one of the strongest T&D teams in the country
Client remains with one point of contact & responsibility
Amped I jointly can handle multiple projects and/or very large projects

HMV INGENIEROS was established in 2016 in the U.S. bringing 55+ years of experience with 10+ years on US based
projects. HMV performs projects in more than 40 countries with engineering services such as: Electric energy,
water and sanitation, oil and gas, transportation infrastructure and industrial facilities. As a company HMV
employs 1,600+ employees; 90% being engineers and technicians and 400 Engineers dedicated to T&D Projects.

DAVID MASON & ASSOCIATES (DMA) is a professional architecture and engineering company, incorporated in
March of 1989, and headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri. DMA is a Minority-Owned Business Enterprise (MBE),
certified as a Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB). We specialize in engineering, architecture, and surveying, thus
providing a full range of planning, design, management, and inspection services. DMA currently maintains a total
staff 140, civil engineers, structural engineers, surveyors, electrical engineers and administrators.
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David Mason & Associates, Profile of Professional Services

• UTILITY INDUSTRY FOCUS
DMA provides engineering, utility industry services, CCTV/
inspection and land surveying/3D scanning services to meet
the needs of our customers. For over 27 years David Mason
& Associates has provided value added, innovative and cost
effective services for our utility customers. DMA is a
financially stable minority business enterprise with top
industry talent driven by a desire to provide creative and
safe solutions for our customers. With an average of 15
years of job experience, our professionals are equipped with
equal measures of skill, experience and pride in the work we
do everyday.
• ELECTRICAL SUBSTATION DESIGN
DMA has performed substation design projects ranging
between voltage levels of 4kV and 765kV. Our project
experience includes replacement, upgrades and installation
of transformers, circuit breakers, protective relays, relay
panels, communication systems, and supporting devices.
DMA works with our customer’s personnel to fully
understand the scope of a project, and to ensure that
industry standards are maintained, and that client specific
standards and preferences are incorporated into the final
documents and adhered to in the field.
• POLES AND TOWERS
Our experience includes execution of wood pole inspection
programs, lattice tower inspection and design, structural
mono-pole design, foundation designs, existing condition
reports, recommendations, final design documents and
construction phase services. DMA utilizes the most up-todate design software including PLS Tower/Pole, 3D
modeling software and foundation design software.

• HYDRO EXCAVATION

Using our large fleet of hydro excavation trucks and
equipment, DMA’s trained professionals have the ability to
“dewater” manholes, vaults and other water filled
structures. DMA’s combo cleaners and “soft dig”
technologies, in the hands of experienced operators, are
capable of providing our customers with less invasive
options when it comes to sub-surface investigations and soil
excavation.
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• SUBSTATION SECURITY
As NERC guidelines and requirements become more
stringent, our utility customers are putting an increased
focus on substation security. Working closely with utilities,
we manage permitting, design ballistic fencing installation,
perform wetland mitigations and develop site storm water
solutions.
• SURVEYING/ 3D SCANNING
DMA has a wide range of experience when it comes to
creating base documents from existing field conditions. Our
survey teams perform topographic surveys, long range
routing surveys, utility locates, vault and manhole surveys,
3D scanning, and GPS surveys to perform easement and
Right of Way preparation. DMA also performs gas utility
location surveys, transmission line surveys with RFID
markers and 3D scanning of all types. In our continuing
effort to provide a safe working environment, all of our
teams are trained for traffic control and certified to work in
confined spaces.
• HEAVY UNDERGROUND
On underground projects, DMA performs structural
inspections of manholes, hand holes, vaults and duct banks.
We provide system evaluation reports, repair and rehab
designs for existing structures or design of new
underground systems. These projects often require specialty
repair techniques performed by DMA professionals with
confined space training. We also self-perform the detailed
physical inspections, develop condition reports with
structure grades of the subsurface structures and develop
the subsequent design recommendations, solutions and
final documents.
• CCTV/LATERAL INSPECTION SERVICES
DMA’s experts, equipped with a fleet of CCTV trucks, trailers
and jet cleaners, perform lateral inspection services for
numerous gas customers throughout the Midwest. With a
combination of Aeries and IBAK technologies, DMA’s crews
can easily mobilize to perform utility/gas cross boring
inspections. This service provides video evidence to our
customers ensuring them that their gas mains have zero
conflicts within current project or legacy areas.
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San Francisco
2551 San Ramon Valley Blvd
Suite 207
San Ramon, CA, 94583
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Chicago HQ
1801 West Warner Ave.
Suite 301
Chicago, IL 60613

Maryland
23219 Stringtown Rd.
Suite 323
Clarksburg, MD 20871
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